
ES211 - Problem Set #3

1. Brewery Vivant has the following short-run total cost function when producing barrels of beer per day,
Q.

TC = Q2 − 2Q + 1, 000

a. Create a chart with columns representing cost categories and rows representing levels of production.
Calculate TC for every level of production between 0 and 10.
b. Add columns to the chart for variable cost and fixed cost, and calculate their values for every level of
production between 0 and 10.
c. Add columns to the chart for average total cost, average variable cost, and average fixed cost, and calculate
their values for every level of production between 1 and 10.
d. Finally, add a column to the chart for marginal cost, and calculate its value at every level of production
between 1 and 10.
e. If the current market price for a barrel of beer is $18, how many barrels will BV produce and sell?

1. The following graph represents the short run cost curves for Old Crow Medicine Show, a perfect competitor
in the market for New England transplant southern bands. The band sells minutes, Q, at a market price, P .
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a. Suppose the current market price is $150 per minute. What are OCMS’s Profits?
b. Now, suppose that due to the profits you just calculated, a number of dubiously talented New England
southern transplant bands enter the market and are perceived homogeneous to OCMS. As a result, the
market price falls to $50. What are OCMS’s profits?
c. Unfortunately for OCMS, the advent of digital and online music means that new bands have zero barriers
to entry. Worse, these new bands only focus on cost minimization, and have short run costs below OCMS.
As a result, the market price falls to $15. What are OCMS’s profits? Explain.
d. Let’s consider an alternate reality, wherein the market price and OCMS’s costs are such that they last
into the long-run. Estimate the market price in this reality’s long-run, and the quantity of minutes per year
that OCMS will produce and sell. Explain.
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3. The following graph represents the short and long run cost curves for Kevin Cantley, a monopolist in the
market for corny puns. He sells puns, Qk, at a profit maximizing price, P ∗

k .
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a. Calculate producer’s and consumers’ surplus under this monopolist.
b. What are Kevin’s profits?
c. Locate the competitive equilibrium price and quantity. How much dead weight loss is created by Kevin
being a monopolist?
d. Distinguish the loss in consumers’ surplus as what is lost to dead weight loss and what is lost to producer’s
surplus. In other words, how much economic rent does Kevin extract from consumers?
e. Compare the above monopolist outcome with a tax of $3 placed into the competitive market [not the
monopolist]. Which is better for society? Explain your reasoning.
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